[Difficulties and limits in the evaluation of the cost of coronary disease in France].
Evaluating the cost of coronary artery disease is difficult because it must take into account not only the cost of the disease process itself, but also that of prevention and research. 1. The cost of the disease process itself may be assessed by: a) an analytical study of the real cost of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures; b) a synthetic study of the procedures according to the clinical forms of the disease. Although this task is simple for a given patient, extrapolation of the results to a whole group of patients is more aleatory; c) an epidemiological study of the different forms of coronary artery disease: although global data is available the absence of a coronary artery disease register makes this a difficult problem; d) an evaluation of the socio-professional repercussions of coronary artery disease with integration of the cost and loss in gross national product. 2 The cost of prevention can be assessed by taking the following factors into consideration: a) cost of individual primary prevention which poses the problems of check-up examinations; b) cost of community primary prevention; c) cost of research including fundamental research on the atheromatous process and myocardial ischemia plus clinical research such as secondary prevention enquiries. In conclusion, it appears that: --it is difficult to determine the cost of coronary artery disease without a specialist register; --the cost of coronary artery disease should be considered from positive (source of economic activity) and negative points of view (socio-professional repercussions); --a reduction in the cost of coronary artery disease requires a deeper understanding of the disease, better prophylaxis and socio-professional rehabilitation, and improved organisation of exciting health structures.